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MULTICLIP

MULTICLIP 50 S 
RENTAL

A new self propelled lawnmower with the effective Multiclip sys-
tem.  

  

The Multiclip system cuts and fertilises the lawn. It also makes the 
lawnmower quieter. You don’t need to rake or empty a collector. 
You cut the grass about 30 % faster compared to collecting.  

  

Equipped with the new STIGA RV 45 engine that has a genuine 
float carburettor, which makes it extremely easy to start. And a 
balanced crankshaft that gives lower vibrations and a longer life.  

  

This comfortable lawnmower is very well equipped with a sturdy 
galvanised deck, double ball bearing wheels, adjustable handle for 
cutting close to walls, central height adjustment and a friction 
blade holder that protects the engine if you hit solid objects. The 
unique Anti Vibration System gives very low vibrations in the han-
dle.  

  

The noise effect is very low, only 94 dB(A). A reduction of 3 dB(A) 
reduces the noise by half. Cutting width is 48 cm.  



Multiclip 50 S Rental (11-5634-51)

  ENGINE
  Brand     STIGA RV 45
  Power     4,5 hp, 3,4 KW, 4-stroke
  Number of revolutions     2900 rpm
  Type of fuel     Leadfree 95
  Self propelled     Yes, front wheels. Turn without disengaging drive. Speed 3,8 

km/h

  WHEELS
  Type of wheels     Composite wheels with double ball bearings
  Wheel size     Front 210 mm. Rear 210 mm.

  CUTTING INFORMATION
  Type of cutting system     Multiclip
  Cutting heights     5 heights, 31-75 mm
  Cutting width     48 cm
  Cutting height adjustment     Central with 1 lever, springloaded

  VIBRATIONS &  SOUND LEVELS
  Sound power level     94 dB(A)
  Anti Vibration System     Yes, P0-classified = Approved for full day work

  CONTROLS
  Handlebar     Collapsible Stiga Pro handle, Ø 28 mm,  with soft steel at-

tached OPC lever
  Handle adjustable in height     Yes
  Handle adjustable sideways     Yes, for cutting close to walls and hedges
  Carrying handle     Yes

  COLOUR &  MATERIAL
  Colour of chassis     Grey hammerite, powder coating
  Material of chassis     Galvanized steel

  MEASURES &  WEIGHT
  Units on pallet     8 pcs

  OTHER FACTS
  EAN bar code     731 332 110 306 4
  Other features     Removal of grass with automatic wheel cleaner.
       Friction blade holder


